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January 2016      STEP 1    by Yuri Pavlov 

Respond to the following questions after watching the videos… You will use your responses in the first 

discussion… 

 Video 1: History of Project Management – Part one of two 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okCAV2wFbw8) 

o What is Project Management (PM)?  

The tutorial describes Project Management (PM) in these words: “The situation where a group of 
people and resources have been assembled and organized to achieve specific one-time objectives.” 

o What does PM accomplish? 

I think that PM accomplishes one major goal: To organize activities so that the outcomes of them 
will be produced with the maximal efficiency and minimal costs in terms of time, money, 
resources. As the video suggests, large-scale projects always require “exceptional planning, 
coordination, allocation,” and scheduling. 

o Why is PM important to educational projects?  

(a) To plan, coordinate, and implement activities within a project; (b) To reduce delays and 
underperformance while implementing a project; (c) To prioritize activities as well as estimate 
the time necessary to complete a project. 

o What were the initial PM tools and what were they used for?  

The initial PM tools were the charts developed by Henry Gantt. Gantt charts showed the 
progress towards the completion of projects and marked various milestones of the project. Gantt’s 
associate, Frederick Taylor, developed scientific theories of management and explained how to 
organize work as piecemeal. 

Later on, since the 1950s, two mathematical scheduling methods appeared: Program Evaluation 
Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM). PERT was part of the Navy’s Polaris 
missile submarine program. 

A PERT chart included the milestones and identified the minimal time necessary for completing 
each task of the project and interconnection between those tasks (time was indicating on the 
arrow between the tasks, hence another name “activity-on-arcs chart”). The main purpose of a 
PERT chart is to give an estimate of the duration of a project.  

A CPM chart were developed to manage plant maintenance projects with the purposes of 
“scheduling a set of project activities.” It listed all activities within the project (= work breakdown 
structure), length of each activity, and dependence among them. CPM charts allow to find the 
best path to complete a project in as little time as possible. Color coding is used in those charts. 

o What do you need to know to use/develop these tools? 

Basic math skills (chart structure, arithmetic), analytical skills to estimate time and develop 
contingency actions, observation skills, and the skills to set tangible goals and objective. 
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 Video 2: History of Project Management – Part two of two  

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xvv_21ZInHQ) 

o What newer tools and techniques were developed in support of PM?  

Hans J. Lang’s cost-estimating technique “as a way of estimating installation costs for 
factories, plants, and equipment.” It had a Lang’s ratio that showed the entire cost of 
implementing a process. 

Harry Markowitz’s Portfolio Project Management focused on getting the highest return of 
investment “for a given level of risk.” Each project’s risks should be carefully analyzed and the 
interdependence of projects should be evaluated in order to find the best combination of projects 
“which will minimize the risks and maximize return.” It was expanded in the 1980s with the 
insights of F. Warren McFarlan. 

Other refined cost-estimating techniques: Guthrie Factor; Total Cost Management 
(“manage costs throughout the life cycle of any enterprise, program, facility, project, product, or 
service”). 

o Why are project risks and costs important to PM?  

Because PM is an applied means to complete projects as best as possible with no extra 
expenditures. PM requires the analysis of all risks and costs in order to see what best path to 
choose in completing a project and both gain profit and bring value. 

o Why are scope, schedule, and cost important to PM? 

Because it helps companies save money and reputation by completing their projects on budget 
and on time. 

o How has PM evolved over time (what themes are apparent)?  

Before the 1950s, PM was a somewhat intuitive process that was either implicit in its nature (like 
the Giza pyramids in Egypt) or was only finding its ground in the work of Gantt and Taylor. After 
the 1950s (i.e., after the World War), the need for PM was much more palpable and apparent—to 
reduce the unnecessary expenditures and streamline work in a variety of contexts. Newer 
theories, techniques of and approached to PM appeared based on science. As globalization with 
its technology progress unfolded, a whole PM industry appeared and helped disseminate PM to 
a host of industries/ business and locations. It was both factories/ plants and construction and 
IT projects. PM gradually became the field in which practitioners and experts could assemble, 
discuss, share, and analyze the work they do. Key companies for the recent history of PM are the 
Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (1956) and the Project Management 
Institute (1969). 

Over time, the definition of PM was described in more precise terms by the Project Management 
Institute (PMI): It is “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to a broad range 
of activities in order to meet the requirements of a particular project.” In 1987, the PMI assembled 
the standard techniques used in the PM profession in the book A Guide to the Project Management 
Book of Knowledge, which became a seminal work that carefully chose a variety of best practices 
in the field and standardized them. It helped PM to evolve to today’s state of affairs: PM is both a 
set of techniques/ tools and a management technique, which in fact brought PM to a totally new 
and different style of management and mode of thinking. 
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o What are the stages in PM?  

In Video 2, these stages are to initiate, plan, execute, monitor, and close a project. 

 

 Overall thoughts based on watching both videos… 

o What is the ‘take home’ message from the videos?  

The video answer is that PM is an evolving system that actually has a history and best 
recommendations for organizing projects. My answer is two-fold: (a) tutorials is a great way to 
quickly put everyone on the same page; (b) PM is the field that offers hands-on help in 
implementing projects with the best practices that change over time. I think about the example of 
the Great Wall of China and how its PM (what we’d call it today) was more part of an amazing 
and dictatorial command (obviously risks and costs weren’t the major concern if people toiled 
there, died, and buried inside it). Was it very effective? Perhaps with the system of values at the 
time, it was, but it isn’t the case today. With human life being the absolute value, such PM cannot 
exist. PM is something that quickly responds to the demands of the market. New technologies and 
theories appear, we learn to implement them wisely or not at all use them if there’s no need. I’m 
also thinking about our Spanish classes here at Syracuse Universities. All homework is 
transferred online (I view here homework as a 3-month project). I talked to one of the students, 
and she said, “Oh, I don’t really do the exercises, I just look at the answers and copy them.” A great 
idea of using technology actually has a huge flow for unmotivated students (not to provide 
answers before the task is submitted). I would say, if a more careful PM risk/cost analysis had 
been carried out, it’d be possible to prevent it. In 10 years, language learning will need a different 
PM. The PM as a field collects best practices, shares them, discusses them, and provides practical 
advice—at all times. 

o Why do you think PM is important to education and in particular IDD&E?  

If we view education as a gigantic project on facilitating learners to learn, it needs to be organized 
and solid. Curriculums, courses, trainings can be viewed as small projects that have specific 
starting and ending dates; hence, they need coordination, scheduling, planning, risk/cost 
analysis, design. With PM, education initiatives can go more smoothly, on schedule, as planned, 
with predicted outcomes, within budget. Instructional Design (ID) is a systemic process, so is PM. 
In ID, we have to chunk the assignments into specific activities that need to align with each other 
and all bring to one (or a few) definite goal(s). There’s also a difference between ID and PM. In 
ID, it’s important to make changes to other activities if there’s a change in one of them, one affects 
the others. However, one does not stop the others. It costs the time, but the final solution will be 
better. In PM, time is affected as a result of changes, but time is one of the most important factors. 
Also, sometimes one unfinished phase affects the other phases, because the work can’t continue 
on the next stage without the previous being completed. ID is iterative, whereas PM is not. I think, 
PM is more linear in that sense than ID, and flexibility in PM comes with a loss in money / time. 
However, PM prevents ID from being too flexible and time-wasting. 

o How do you think the stages of PM are related to the ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Develop, 

Implement, Evaluation) phases of designing, developing, and implementing evaluation? 

ADDIE model in Instructional Design (ID) echoes well with the five phases in PM (initiate, plan, 
execute, control, close). Analysis goes with the initiate and part of the plan phases in PM; Design 
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and Development in ADDIE correspond to the plan phase in PM; implementation corresponds to 
the execute phase in PM; evaluation—to the control phase in PM. I don’t think the close phase in 
PM corresponds directly to phases in ADDIE model, because ADDIE is iterative and it doesn’t 
really close: After evaluation, there’s another analysis. In PM, you close and move on to the next 
project, because the market is out there with its demands for new products and/or services. But 
fundamentally, ADDIE model (as a problem-solving tool) can be a metamodel for PM, a lens 
through which we can look at the phases of PM. 
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January 2016      STEP 2    by Yuri Pavlov 

Respond to the following questions after reading the articles … You will use your responses in the 

first discussion… 

 First Reading: Accidental Project Managers Not a Myth in the Public Sector 

o What does it mean to be an accidental Project Manager (PM)? 

To be an accidental project manager means to manage projects in addition to one’s job 
responsibilities, zero experience or training in project management notwithstanding. One is 
appointed a project manager by the administration “accidentally,” that is, by being chosen from 
among the employees depending on factors and skills other than project management. 

o Are you an accidental PM—why or why not? 

Yes and no. In the working environment, I’ve never been given a task of managing a project and 
have a team of people to help execute it. At the same time, to complete any project, one needs to 
organize it carefully and in details, in which sense all of us are project managers one way or 
another. To make a presentation, to write a composition, to learn to play Beethoven’s Moonlight 
Sonata on the piano, to learn new vocab in a Spanish textbook chapter—these are small projects 
that require resources and time. Still, it’s not project management in the full sense, rather time 
management. 

o What knowledge and skills should a PM have to be highly effective? 

According to the article, “project managers need to have a comprehensive understanding of 
people, the task and tools, and the organizational environment within which they are working.” 
To add to that, project managers need good analytical, math, and communicative skills in order 
to define the scope of the project, estimate risk/ costs/ duration, and effectively get the message 
across to others before and during the five phases of project management. As a side bonus, 
leadership skills are necessary to be able to make choices that will affect others in the team and 
be accountable for them. 

o What is needed to help the growing number of accidental PM become more effective? 

(a) The organization and its administration should recognize the role of project management 
(PM) as an independent field of expertise (hence, assign specialists with experience in PM for 
PM positions, provide PM tools); (b) Specialists need training in PM before they assume a role 
of project managers; (c) PM should become a primary responsibility of a project manager, not 
a side activity in addition to the main job responsibilities. 

 

 Second Reading: Project Management Primer 

o What do you believe are the 4 most important principles of PM that a NEW PM must follow? 
... Why these 4? 

I’d choose principles I (know your goal), IV (spend time on planning and design), VI (iterate, 
increment, evolve), and VIII (manage change). I think careful planning and setting a tangible 
and clear goal are most important, because by making a thorough analysis one can actually 
foresee room for later changes and adjustments. Planned flexibility eventually reaps rewards. 
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o Describe how you used or did not use these 4 principles in a simple everyday PM experience 
you have had recently (could be a project like planning a vacation or a holiday meal, building 
a toy for your kids, setting up a new electronic device, etc.) and how using or not using these 

principles affected your project. 

In fact, in 2013 I was given to teach a 4-classes course on American Studies with a very short 
notice. There was no plan for me to plan, or to make a goal, or to iterate anything. The other 
teacher got sick and the class couldn’t be canceled. Because there was no time to do anything, 
every class became an ad-hoc event, for which I thought what to do only the night before. Class 1 
was okay, but the middle of the second class I had no idea what to do next, so I remember at the 
end of Class 2 I distributed a sheet of paper to students to write down a topic for their 5-minute 
presentations during Class 4. All topics in three classes were very disconnected. My 
administration wasn’t helpful. It was being alone in the stormy sea, which eventually ends, but 
how did it end? I thought was a failure, because I didn’t know what to teach, why I taught what 
I taught. I am positive that students didn’t benefit at all from the class and forgot everything the 
next minute. Classes very lecture-based, no interaction was arranged, because no ideas came to 
my mind of how to do interaction. No plan, no goal, no system. BY not using any principles, it 
turned out to be a waste of time and—for that matter—the resources of the students. 

o What is the Scope or Quality triangle and why it is important for a PM to understand it? 

Scope is all the things that are necessary to accomplish a project (resources, requirements, goals, 
vision). A Scope Triangle (or, Quality Triangle) is a model that describes the relationship between 
three main factors in any project—time, quality, cost. It is important to understand PM because 
it describes how the three components are connected and how they influence each other. The 
Scope Triangle advices the actions in case of scope creep—the enlargement of the project (add 
cost, add time, or cut the quality). 

Usually if one factor is fixed, then the two others will be very interdependent (if time is fixed, then 
quality will depend on cost; if cost is fixed, then quality will depend on time). If two factors are 
fixed, the third factor will have to suffer (if time and cost are fixed, quality will suffer; if time and 
quality are fixed, cost will soar). 

o Define critical path and give an example of a Critical Path in one of your own project 
experiences.  

A Critical Path is the minimum set of activities necessary to complete a project. It is not an ideal 
path, nor is it optimal, but the critical one. An example could be writing a master’s thesis: In order 
to write it, one needs to 1) find a topic, 2) read articles and books on the topic, 3) make a research, 
4) come up with a thesis statement, 5) draft a plan of the thesis, 6) write a thesis. This is the critical 
path. Otherwise, a thesis won’t be written. If you skip Step 2 (reading materials on the topic), 
your thesis becomes an essay. If you skip Step 3 (research), your thesis becomes unfounded and 
non-academic. If you skip Step 4 (thesis statement), the thesis becomes a descriptive work which 
makes no contribution to the existing academic debate. If you skip Step 5 (thesis plan), the work 
becomes disorganized and unfocused. In other words, one step follows logically from the other. 
You can’t just come up with a topic (Step 1) and write a thesis (Step 6). Additional steps could (and 
should) include consultations with the academic advisor and other scholars, choosing between 
various methods of research, re-drafting a thesis statement and thesis plan, preferably in the end 
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defending the thesis, but these are not the most fundamental aspects of writing a thesis. T hese six 
steps were the ones I took when I wrote my thesis statement. 

o Why is adding more people to a project that is behind schedule problematic, or is it?  

Because the problem then shifts to communication. More people are coming, but more people 
need to be introduced to the project and the work that’s been done. It requires time, sometimes 
getting back to the same issues over and over again. The more people are added to the project, 
the more is spent on introducing them to the project and organizing communication between 
them, the more productivity plummets. (Explained well in Brook’s book The Mythical Man 
Month.) 

o What are scope, vision, and goals and what is the relationship among them in terms of project 

management (draw a diagram to support your response). 

Scope is the all the things that are necessary to accomplish a project (resources, requirements, 
goals, vision). It is a general term for things that constitute a project, it sets the borders (albeit 
loose oftentimes). Scope can enlarge, which is called ‘scope creep,’ and it is generally seen as 
inevitable in PM but can be controlled. A vision is an (inspirational) statement of why you are 
doing the project in the first place and defines what will be considered eventual success in the 
project. A goal is a more concrete statement that overall supports the vision. Usually a vision has 
several goals, which usually define a certain segment of a project. The relationship between scope, 
vision, and goal in a project are shown on the diagram below. 

Diagram. Relationship between Scope, Vision, Goal in a Project 
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January 2016      STEP 3    by Yuri Pavlov 

Respond to the following questions after completing the MBTI activity … You will use your 

responses in the first discussion… 

 What was the results of your MBTI (after answering questions see the second tab at the bottom of 
the spreadsheet) ... INFJ (Introverted iNtuitive Feeling Judging)  

o What word(s) are used to classify your type (in the title of the Portrait statement, e.g., 

Visionary, Doer, Artist, etc.)? 

The portrait statement was Counselor, by nature—Idealist, by the INFJ classification—the 
Protector. 

o What are the characteristics that this portrait? (e.g., introverted feeling with extroverted 

sensing) 

Introverted Intuition with Extraverted Feeling, which means that intuition is the first thing I turn 
to in my personal life, yet in the external life I need order and organization in order to function 
well. A lot of emphasis is put into analyzing tasks and trying to figure out the best solutions. Other 
characteristics: gentle, feeling others, non-hurtful, sensitive, inner belief I am right ( 
stubbornness at times), high expectations for myself and of others, good listener. 

According to the article: 

 “Intuitively understand people and situations 

 Idealistic 

 Highly  principled 

 Complex and deep 

 Natural leaders 

 Sensitive and compassionate towards people 

 Serv ice-oriented 

 Future-oriented 

 Value deep, authentic relationships 

 Reserved about expressing their true selves 

 Dislike dealing with details unless they enhance 
or promote their vision 

 Constantly  seeking meaning and purpose in 
everything 

 Creative and v isionary 

 Intense and tightly-wound 

 Can work logically and rationally - use their 
intuition to understand the goal and work 
backwards towards it” 

 

o What does your classification tell you about your abilities to work on project management 
activities as a leader? as a team member? ...  

Certain independence is preferable than group work, which results in the fact that sometimes I 
don’t see the big picture. Extremely dislike conflicts and criticism, perfectionist attitude can be a 
burden sometimes (oftentimes can be emotionally upset about things). Decision making isn’t the 
biggest strength. So for the project management, I’m more of a team member versus a leader and 
like to be stick to the specific plan versus have it always changing. 

 Review the description of the classification that is exactly opposite yours (for example, ENTP 
would review ISFJ) … 
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o How well would you, given your classification, work with people of the opposite 
preferences? 

The opposite classification is ESIT—Extraverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving. The set of 
characteristics for this type are based on logical, reasoning, observational, and analytical skills. 
For them, details aren’t as important as for myself, there are very interactive and enthusiastic. 
Good sides: Charming, charismatic, earthly, produce decisions/solutions quickly. Bad sides: 
Risky (“adventurous”), manipulative, short-term plans prevail long-term vision, easily bored, 
less prone to self-reflections. Of course, good or bad sides in relation to my characteristics. Hence, 
we can work okay together only after a certain time passes and we get to know each other better. 
Initially, a different value system may be a big hinder, so need to be aware of that. 

o Comment on whether you think it is important to know your and other team members’ 
MBTI preferences and why. 

It is advisable to mind a temperament type I will have to work with, but by no means should it be 
my guidance as to how to deal with other teammates based on the descriptions. People are usually 
dynamic and changing depending on circumstance and time periods, so flexibility should be taken 
into account, too. This classification may explain some “whys” of other people’s behavior and 
know that sometimes I would have to adjust specifically for a particular type. But this all is not 
set in stone, so we need to keep an open mind about generalized psychology tests. 

 

Respond to the following questions after reading the articles… You will use your responses in the 

first discussion… 

 Reading 1: Social and Behavioral influences on Team Process 

o What is the relationship among social behavioral stages of individuals and team 

management style? 

The relationship is inverse: The higher the stage, the less the direct management. Depending on 
the social behavioral stages, the management style needs to change: Gradually from being 
directive and assertive to being more supporting and finally waning so that the team could be 
self-managed.  

o How does this relate to the definition of effective teams (hint: see Table 2 in Social and 
Behavioral Influences on Team Process) 

An effective team is the one in which positiveness (in all senses) and friendships are encouraged 
whereas power games and negative behavior (e.g., social loafing, rude non-verbal cues) is 
discouraged. In effective teams, the project manager does not focus solely on the job but on 
promoting an environment where creativity boosts and project mission is reinforced. 

 Reading 2: Applying Emotional Intelligence in Project Working 

o What is emotional intelligence and why is it important to project management, or not?  

In PM, emotional intelligence is emotion-focused skills that help “recognise, interpret and manage 
emotion during interpersonal interactions.” In neuroscience, though, emotional intelligence is the 
type of intelligence that combines cognitive and emotional capacities. The article also gives the 
following definition: “Emotional intelligence is defined as the ability to monitor one's own and 
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others’ emotions, to discriminate among emotions, and to use emotional information to guide 
thinking and actions (Mayer & Salovey, 1993).” Group emotional intelligence is emotional 
intelligence at a group level and is aimed at achieving high productivity levels in a socially and 
emotionally positive setting. Emotional intelligence is highly important to project management 
because it creates a safe and secure space for team members to be comfortable with themselves 
and their peers and provide the best results. In PM, emotional intelligence is crucial also because 
“by definition projects are temporary, unique and progressively elaborated,” and knowledge of 
emotional intelligence competencies help build constructive relationships (with minimal conflicts 
and disruptions—partnership—between team members in the shortest time. 

o What are the concepts of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and 

relationship management and how are they related to each other and project management? 

These concepts encompass a set of 18 emotional competencies that can be developed in order to 
improve work performance of a team in a project. They fall into 2 categories—personal and 
social, with 2 subcategories in each. They are all interconnected and personal competencies are 
necessary to develop social competencies. They are pivotal for project management because they 
help create an environment in which team members can quickly develop robust relationships, 
build trust, and finally succeed in implementing the project. 

Self-awarenes and self-management are in the personal category. Self-awareness is “reading 
one{s own emotions and recognising their impact.” It is the fundamental subcategory because it 
serves as a base for developing competencies in the other subcategories. The environment is 
uncertain, so these skills address this aspect. Self-management is “keeping disruptive emotions 
and impulses under control.” It also includes optimism, initiative taking, and strife for 
achievement. One needs to control oneself from negative behavior. 

Social awareness and relationship management are in the social category. Social awareness is 
the “ability to attune to how others feel and to read situations.” One needs understand that people 
in a team have different backgrounds, culture, and experience and it’s important to be empathic 
with each individual and act as a partner and not a stranger to others. Relationship management 
is the “ability to guide the emotional tone of the group.” It is the most social skill subcategory 
among the four, as it involves leading others and working with others and all other subcategories 
are prerequisites for this one. 

These 4 subcategories are somewhat hierarchical. Self-awareness in in the basis, it is crucial for 
developing self-management competencies and social awareness. Relationship management is 
possible when social awareness and self-management work well together. Hence, emotional 
intelligence is a system (it has elements—competencies—that are carefully grouped and depend 
and interdepend on each other). 

 

 

1. Write a short description of how social influences, behavioral influences, and emotional intelligence 

can affect team work... and why these influences may affect the project manager's decisions. 

Social influences are such that an individual is affected by the behavior and attitudes of other 

individuals (or a team as a whole). For example, of team member exhibit positive behavior, an 
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individual will be prone to exhibit the same positive behavior. If the climate in the team isn’t good 
enough, hierarchy ‘games’ and social loafing may proliferate. At the same time, an individual can 

also influence a team and its member with his or her behavior and change it. For instance, leaders 
can inspire a team or depress it. 

Behavioral influences are such that have a root in a person’s past. Hence, the inclinations towards 
a need for affiliation (sense of belonging) and a need for achievement (sense of productivity). 

Only and firstborn children are prone to the need for affiliation more than second born children. 

Parental upbringing has a role to. It means that people need an individual approach within a 
team so that the team could function as best it can (some need more team building activities, other 

more actual tasks). 

Emotional intelligence is the highest stage in the management life cycle. If it’s reached, the team 

works harmoniously, cares both about the common mission and about the needs of individual 
team members. The management style encourages creativity and lacks the strict an 

administrative-command (directive) characteristics. Projects can be done in time, with good and 

positive relationships between all team members. 

2. Write a response to ‘What do you think are the THREE most critical social issues to be aware of, and 

prepared to address, in managing project teams?’ 

According to the article Social and Behavioral Influences on Team Process, these are (a) hidden 

competition among team members, (b) negative emotions, and (c) social loafing. 

3. Write a response to ‘How might these characteristics be related to member classification (e.g., MBTI 

type) and what might this influence team working decisions?’ 

No sure what “these characteristics” refer to. But if we mean social and behavioral stages, then 
MBTI types are related to those in the “ideal” way: The highest Emotional Intelligence phase in 

the social and behavioral stages correlates well with the recommendations that MBTI types give 
in order to be the most effective team member. MBTI types are descriptions of ‘what is’ and ‘what 

should be,’ whereas the social and behavioral stages framework provides a way that a project 

team should ideally goes through in order to fulfil all requirements professionally and effectively. 
If, however, we talk about critical social issues in managing project teams and MBTI types, then 

the correlation is such that MBTI types prescribe the best techniques in order to avoid critical 

social issues. If we speak about emotional intelligence competencies, then both these competencies 
and MBTI types help raise awareness of the need to fully harness the strengths of each individual 

and diminish the ‘negative’ aspects of people’s attitudes and behavior. In a word, one needs to be 
positive and emotionally balanced. 

Tiffany: very thorough responses... and nice examples... good to see how you have compared ideas presented... 
interpreted content.. and shared thoughts about the value of the concepts presented... you should be well 
prepared for the discussions... and eventually the team work activities... hopefully the other students on your 
team will have MBTI preferences that will compliment your preferences... or you will all figure out how to best 
work together... nicely done! 


